
MINUTES 
ADMISSIONS WORK TEAM  

Monday May 3, 2010 
 
 

Attendees: 
UAA-Peggy, Brian 
Kodiak-Jenny 
UAF-Caty, Crystal, Kara, Libby 
UAS-Deema 
SW-Jane 
 
 

1. Summit updates 
 Birds of a feather session-concern regarding admissions help-ability to share code 

  Encourage Sungard to change the vanilla product so individual mods don’t have to be done 
More workflows for admissions-also summit sessions for admissions will be offered earlier in the 
conference to allow time to connect and discuss issues 

  New Sungard website-The Commons  http://www.edu1world.org/CommonsSunGardHE/ 
  Online community for customer communication and collaboration 
  RPE’s before January 2006 will be cleared out of the queue 
  Duplicate ID session-code will be provided at a later date 
 

2. Address issues (no state entry) 
  Reports run by HR-‘no state entry’ prints when a period is used-change description to read blank? 
  Check Intl web applications to see if state entry is required 
  PR or MA can be entered as none for state and none for nation 
  As long as a nation is entered you can leave the state blank   
 

3. Duplicate names on SARETMT report 
  Two names print on SARETMT, but the student has only applied once 
  Patty has reported this issue-Brian will find out the RPE#. 
 

4. Web apps that create a student as new when they are clearly in Banner already 
  Pushing web apps-have to check ‘news’ but sometimes they already exist 
  Questions on web app-Have you previously applied AND Have you previously attended? 
  If student answers no to either question then banner assumes they are new. 
  UAA has unchecked these 2 questions-will report at next meeting 

Crystal-also sees this problem when pushing test scores and that process does not ask any 
questions A common matching problem? Because of no ssn or dob?    

 
5. Touch-net down daily from 12-1 am-according to Amanda Wall this has not gone live yet and will 

not affect the web applications (only registration payments). No need for a special message on the 
web application side 

 
6. Web apps and SOACURR Known defect submitted by Jane.  Also discussed creating a workflow 

that would notify the appropriate office any time a change is made to a soacurr or saawcur? Libby 
will send email to workflow team outlining what we want to accomplish. 
 

7. Testing-double majors and concentrations-Peggy  Denied application testing-Crystal/Brian 
 
 
NEXT MEETING-MONDAY MAY 17 at 10:00am 

 
 

http://www.edu1world.org/CommonsSunGardHE/�

